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Consultancy That Works for You

Expert consultancy for organisations using the Qlik platform

Since 2009 Quick Intelligence have done nothing but deliver inspired Qlik solutions to our customers in the
UK. We offer consulting on a day rate basis and can assist with any stage of an implementation from
licensing and architecture design right through to post-production support, training and bespoke workshops.

Proven expertise

We never put a junior developer or contractor on your project. You
will work directly with our principal consultant, Steve Dark, and his
small team of respected Qlik experts.

Steve is a Qlik Community MVP, Qlik Luminary Alumni and Qlik
Partner Ambassador. He is also a respected blogger and has been
involved with creating several books on Qlik-related topics.

We work the way you want us to

At Quick Intelligence, we have no such thing as a ‘typical customer’.
Each of our clients is unique, and we treat them that way.  For some
we will build an initial dashboard and leave the internal BI team to
take it from there, for others we work alongside them to deliver all
their analysis requirements.

Our core principles are about openness and transfer of knowledge.
We always educate as we deliver, allowing our customers to
become self-sufficient, rather than forcing them to take further days.

Transparent pricing

We've built our reputation on honesty and transparency. Our expert
technical knowledge leaves us well-placed to identify the best value
solutions and licensing options for our customers.

Extensive product range knowledge

As well as being able to design, build and deliver exceptional data
visualisation applications, we also have skills across a broad range
of Qlik and third party products and platforms. This includes
generating scheduled output utilising Qlik Automations and
extending Qlik’s capabilities by leveraging API’s for various online
platforms. Wherever you are looking to take your next data
visualisation steps, it is likely that we have been there already.
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